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This study was designed to assess the construct validity of a leadership
assessment center. Participants were evaluated in a leadership assessment center and
completed a 360 degree feedback tool designed to measure leadership. Convergent and
discriminant validity coefficients were calculated between assessment center ratings and
the 360 degree feedback ratings of four different leadership competencies. Results
showed little support for the construct validity of the assessment center. Additionally,
results replicated prior research regarding the construct validity of assessment centers,
with high correlations among different competencies within exercises and low
correlations between competencies measured via different methods (assessment center360 degree feedback tool correlations and assessment center correlations across different
exercises).

IV

Performance assessment tools have been utilized for decades for two main
purposes: administrative decision making and personnel development. In any context,
when a personnel decision must be made, assessment tools provide valuable information
in the decision-making process. When used for these purposes, the instruments generally
benefit the decision makers rather than the individuals assessed. I Iowever, when used for
developmental purposes, the target of the assessment can benefit greatly. In these cases,
the individual can learn about his strengths and weaknesses as well as how others
perceive his performance.
There is a variety of methods that can be used to measure the performance of an
individual. Methods can include assessment by tests, interviews, and performance ratings
(Guion, 1998). Assessment by ratings will be the focus of this study. Ratings are
ubiquitous, and the raters that provide them may be friends, family, self, peers,
subordinates, or supervisors (Guion). Guion stated that ratings require three things: (a) a
source of information, (b) a method of organizing or remembering the information when
rating, and (c) a quantitative evaluation of what was remembered according to some
standard. In all cases, the source of information should be an observer of the target
individual. The method of remembering information at the time of making ratings may
include a daily journal, behavioral checklist, or simply human memory. The standard an
individual is measured against may be a behavioral observation scale, a checklist, a
behaviorally anchored rating scale (BARS), or other employees. The methods of
assessment of interest in the current study include both assessment centers and 360
degree feedback instruments. Each of these tools possesses the three requirements listed
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above and has empirical evidence both supporting and failing to support the method and
results.
Assessment centers have a history of problematic construct validity. Construct
validity is typically assessed through a multitrait-multimethod approach, in which scores
from a given competency (i.e., construct) in a particular exercise are correlated with
scores of the same competency across other exercises. Competencies of the same name
measured by different exercises should be defined identically, and the resultant
correlations should be strong. Conversely, ratings of a given competency should correlate
weakly with ratings of different competencies measured in the same or different
exercises. This pattern of correlations would result in high convergent and low
discriminant validity coefficients and would constitute evidence in support of the
construct validity of the assessment center. It is the goal of this study to examine the
construct validity of a leadership assessment center developed at a Southeastern
university in the United States.
This study differed from the standard assessment center construct validity study in
that a measure independent of the assessment center was used as the basis for correlating
scores. A 360 degree feedback instrument that also purports to measure leadership was
used to compare scores with those from the assessment center. The leadership
competencies measured by this assessment tool, however, are not all defined in the same
manner as those measured by the leadership assessment center. In order to generate
comparable competencies, the individual items from the 360 feedback instrument were
reassigned to match the competencies measured in the assessment center. It was not
expected that all of the original items from the 360 degree feedback instrument would be
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able to be matched to the assessment center competencies. Additionally, it was probable
that not all of the assessment center competencies will be matched to the items on the 360
degree feedback instrument. Despite unmatched items and competencies, this
retranslation allowed for an analysis of the construct validity of the assessment center
based on comparable competencies.
Assessment

Centers

Since the first industrial assessment center, launched by AT&T in 1956 (Bray &
Grant, 1966), the assessment center has gained unprecedented popularity. Although a
center is usually thought of as a place, assessment centers are more of a comprehensive,
standardized process that utilizes multiple assessment techniques to assess multiple
dimensions or competencies of performance for multiple assessees (Guion, 1998). The
methods usually include, but are not limited to, simulations, discussion groups, and
presentations. Organizations have used assessment centers for a variety of purposes
including selection, placement, promotion, development, career management, and
training (Gaugler, Rosenthal, Thornton, & Bentson, 1987). Although traditionally used
for the assessment of managers, assessment centers have also been developed to assess
college students, engineers, salespersons, military personnel, rehabilitation counselors,
school administrators, and entry level workers (Gaugler et al., 1987).
The increase in assessment center utilization was accompanied by an increase in
the amount of research on assessment centers. Early summaries of the research have
shown moderate to high predictive validity coefficients for assessment centers (Klimoski
& Brickner, 1987). Conclusions based on this early research suggested that assessment
centers were successful in predicting job performance (Klimoski & Brickner). Later
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researchers, however, thought these predictions may be the result of various statistical
artifacts, including sampling error, small sample sizes, predictor unreliability, criterion
unreliability, and range restriction. Additional research, however, demonstrated the
validities were still high when these artifacts were taken into consideration (Gaugler et
al., 1987). Assessment centers have exhibited other positive advantages. For example,
several studies have suggested assessment center ratings do not reflect any racial or
gender biases for the predictive validity of most criteria (Huck & Bray, 1976; Moses &
Boehm, 1975; Ritchie & Moses, 1983).
Despite showing some signs of predictive validity and utility, evidence for the
construct validity of assessment centers is lacking. One consistent finding since the
earliest research of the construct validity of assessment centers is a low level of
convergent validity. A number of studies have shown stronger correlations among ratings
within exercises rather than within dimensions across exercises (Sackett, & Dreher,
1982). For example, consider an assessment center that has been designed to measure two
competencies (communication and influence) in two exercises (oral presentation and a
group discussion). The designers would hope that communication as measured by the
oral presentation correlates strongly with communication measured in the group
discussion, assuming the participants try equally hard in each exercise and each exercise
measures each construct equally. Sackett and Dreher's (1982) factor analysis of
assessment center ratings revealed that factors represented exercises rather than
competencies in each assessment center studied. These results indicated that assessment
center ratings measured performance on the exercises rather than measuring the
constructs researchers wanted to measure within a given exercise (Klimoski & Brickner,
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1987). Using the example presented above, the results indicate that communication
scores measured by the two different exercises would not correlate strongly. Instead, the
scores on communication and influence within one exercise would correlate highly,
representing a measure of the performance within the exercise rather than on the desired
construct.
Another assessment center problem is found when dimensions are used in
selection decisions in manners other than what was intended by the assessment center
developers (Klimoski & Brickner, 1987). For example, it would be poor practice to use
an assessment center for promotional decisions if the assessment center was originally
designed to develop employee skills. Poor construct validity is obviously a problem if
these ratings provide the basis for judgments for specific aspects of management potential
and employee development (Shore, Thornton, & Shore, 1990).
Additional research has been conducted to investigate further the extent to which
assessment center ratings reflect dimensions, exercises, or a combination of the two
(Lievens & Conway, 2001). Lievens and Conway stated that although exercise effects
may not have undesired consequences when assessment center ratings are used for
selection, they may prove detrimental when used for development and feedback because
individuals would be receiving feedback regarding their exercise performance rather than
their dimension performance. Thus, it appears unlikely that developmental improvements
could be made when the true standing on a given dimension is unknown to the individual.
There are several approaches to determining the construct validity of competency
ratings. Many studies (Lance, Lambert, Gewin, Lievens, & Conway, 2004; Lievens &
Conway, 2001) have used the multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) matrix approach. With
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this method, competencies serve as traits and exercises are the methods (Shore et al.,
1990). Ratings of a given competency measured by different methods should yield high
correlations, whereas different competencies measured by the same or different methods
should yield low correlations (Shore et al., 1990).
An alternative approach to the MTMM matrix for the evaluation of construct
validity is confirmatory factor analysis. This method has gained much support in recent
years for use with assessment centers. When applied to assessment center ratings,
confirmatory factor analysis identifies underlying factors, whether they are competencies
or exercises, that produce correlations between ratings (Guion, 1998). With confirmatory
factor analysis, factors defined by multiple evaluations of the same dimension reflect
construct validity of the measures, whereas factors based on different dimensions using
the same assessment tool indicate method or exercise effects (Kleinmann & Koller,
1997). This type of analysis applied to MTMM data can lead to a more valid estimation
of the convergent and discriminant validities of assessment centers (Kleinmann & Koller,
1997). Calculations using this method to reanalyze previous data indicate that the
influence of dimension factors on behavior ratings may have been underestimated in the
past (Kleinmann & Koller, 1997). Thus, confirmatory factor analysis may estimate
construct validity better than a simple examination of a MTMM matrix. Unfortunately,
all factor analyses require large sample sizes.
Based on research, Lievens (1998) made several recommendations that may
increase the construct validity of assessment centers. With regard to the number of
dimensions, he stated that a small number of dimensions is preferable to a large number
and these dimensions should be conceptually distinct. When deciding on the assessors,
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Lievens suggested psychologists play a key role in the assessment teams. Additionally,
rater training delivered to the assessors should focus on the quality of, rather than the
length of, the training. Situational exercises should be designed to elicit a large number of
competency related behaviors. Finally, Lievens suggested that raters be provided with
some aid (e.g., behavioral checklists) and a rotation schedule that ensures assessors
change who they rate in each exercise in order to increase rater accuracy and decrease
rater bias. Other researchers (Donahue, Truxillo, Cornwell, & Gerrity, 1997) have
addressed this problem by assisting raters to reduce their cognitive load (with the use of
behavioral checklists) while making ratings. Ultimately, implementation of these
recommendations should result in not only better construct validity, but also more
accurate feedback to participants.
360 Degree Assessment Tools
Multi-source feedback tools have become a very popular method of assessing
performance (Becton & Schraeder, 2004). The 360 degree feedback approach involves
collecting evaluations of job performance from multiple rating sources including, but not
limited to, supervisors, peers, self, and subordinates (Becton & Schraeder, 2004). The
360 degree feedback approach is based, in part, on the idea that obtaining feedback from
multiple sources will provide a more comprehensive and objective view of the
performance of the ratee (Dyer, 2001). Through this process, developmental needs can be
more accurately discovered, leading to improved performance.
Research addressing why organizations use 360 degree feedback methods
indicates two main objectives: development and performance appraisal (Dyer, 2001).
Research has repeatedly shown leniency errors when used for appraisal only (Dyer,
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2001). When used for employee development, Dyer stated that the feedback received
from the 360 degree feedback session should provide a blueprint for achieving behavioral
change. The information regarding strengths and weaknesses may be used as a means of
maintaining or improving performance levels and could help an individual track the
progress he has made. It was also noted that performance improvements do not
necessarily have to be large changes (Becton & Schraeder, 2004). Thus, information
provided by the 360 degree feedback is likely to lead to the formulation of improvement
goals (Brutus, London, & Martineau, 1999). Brutus et al. stated this goal setting occurs,
in part, because multiple raters add incremental credibility to the performance evaluation
process and the information received is more applicable to performance because it comes
from different perspectives.
As stated above, multi-source feedback methods can be used for developmental
purposes in addition to administrative purposes. This multi-function characteristic of
feedback is better utilized in 360 degree feedback methods when compared to top-down
only feedback methods because 360 degree feedbacks are assumed to provide more job
relevant information to ratees (Mount, Judge, Scullen, Sytsma, & Hezlett, 1998). The
developmental function of 360 degree feedback results from ratings originating from
fellow incumbents. These peer ratings provide insight not often available through
supervisory ratings. Thus, an employee is better able to adjust and develop skills needed
to meet the expectations of his fellow workers as well as his supervisor.
Multi-rater methods are believed to have a number of advantages over supervisor
only methods for several reasons. First, because job performance is not unidimensional,
ratings from multiple sources, in theory, provide an opportunity for ratings to be better
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suited to certain aspects of performance (Mount et al., 1998). Often, one rater does not
have an ample amount of time to observe the performance of an individual, a problem not
found with 360 degree style feedback (Mount et al., 1998). Second, by putting the
evaluation in the hands of more than one person (i.e., the supervisor), more reliable and
accurate ratings can be obtained. Furthermore, it has also been shown that the reaction of
a recipient to feedback is affected by the source of the information (Becton & Schraeder,
2004). Thus, unpleasant responses to feedback are thought to be reduced, given that
ratings from multiple raters should be less biased. For example, if an individual receives
poor ratings from one source, he may feel the rater simply does not like him. However, if
that individual received poor ratings from five raters, he is less likely to feel they resulted
from a lack of respect or liking. Therefore, the use of multiple sources of information
results in greater perceived accuracy and better utilization of feedback (Becton &
Schraeder, 2004).
As with all feedback methods, 360 degree feedback is not without its problems. In
all multi-rater assessment techniques, every rater is treated as though her ratings are
equally accurate. It is highly likely that some raters will be more accurate than others, and
it is difficult to determine which raters are providing the more accurate ratings. Because
of not knowing which raters are accurate, considerable disparities may be seen in the
ratings, compromising the accuracy of even the average rating across raters (Van der
Heijden & Nijhof, 2004). For example, as compared to a manager, a peer may have more
time observing a fellow employee, but may also have less experience providing
evaluations. Thus, it is difficult to know which rating, the rating from the peer or the
supervisor, is more accurate. Additionally, it has been shown that self ratings are less
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accurate and more lenient than peer or supervisory ratings when compared to some
objective standard (Van der Heijden & Nijhof, 2004). Therefore, there is some question
as to whether these self ratings should be included. However, Latham and Wexley (1994)
noted that self ratings are valid ratings, especially when individuals are given some
guidelines about the ratings. Specifically, they stated that self ratings can be improved by
providing individuals with more role clarity and objective standards, informing
individuals their ratings will be verified against others raters, and/or requiring that selfraters will be responsible for documenting their reasons for their ratings. Self-ratings
were also believed to increase motivation and dignity in employees (Latham & Wexley,
1994).
The Present Study
The goal of this study was to evaluate the construct validity of a leadership
assessment center. Typically, the construct validity of assessment centers is established
by correlating assessment center ratings of competencies/dimensions from one exercise
of the assessment center to those same competencies/dimensions from different
assessment center exercises. The current study, however, compared the competency
ratings from an assessment center to ratings of the same competencies from a self report
leadership assessment instrument, which allows for an analysis of the assessment center
and the leadership assessment instrument simultaneously. The instrument used was the
Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI; Posner & Kouzes, 1993), a 360 degree feedback
tool widely used among businesses and universities nationwide.
This study focused on a leadership assessment center developed at a southeastern
university as a program evaluation tool. This institution created a leadership certificate
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program that would complement the undergraduate and graduate programs. The
assessment center was created to evaluate the effectiveness of the program curriculum.
The assessment center method provided an objective way to measure the transfer of
learned concepts from the classroom to an applied environment and allowed for
developmental feedback regarding performance. The steps involved in creating this
assessment center included competency development, behavior identification, exercise
development, creation of rating scales, frame of reference training, and feedback reports.
The first step in creating this assessment center was performing a job analysis.
The steering committee of the leadership program, which included university faculty and
staff, served as subject matter experts to determine which knowledge, skills, and abilities
(KSA) distinguished effective student leaders. Based on these KSAs, the steering
committee identified competencies that they felt a strong student leader should possess.
The committee decisions resulted in six major competencies to be evaluated in the
assessment center. These competencies were team skills, problem solving and innovation,
influencing others, verbal/non-verbal communication, visioning/planning, and results
orientation. Competency definitions can be found in Appendix A.
Once the competencies had been developed, the steering committee had the
responsibility of generating behaviors a student would demonstrate if expertise was
achieved in a given competency. Members of the development team produced behaviors
individually with the aid of the name and definition of each dimension. The team then
reconvened to compare behaviors and reach consensus as regards which behaviors from
each dimension should be evaluated in the assessment center.
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The next task was developing exercises for the assessment center based on this
list of behaviors. The main concern in this step of the process was the need to create
exercises that would elicit the behaviors identified in the previous step. Another goal in
the exercise development stage was to create activities that would measure multiple
competencies within each exercise. This would ensure each competency was observed
and rated multiple times in different environments. This process resulted in four
exercises: two problem solving exercises, a leaderless group discussion, and an oral
presentation. A test of knowledge of leadership theories was also administered. Because
this test assessed only knowledge of leadership theories and no other competencies, it
was not included in the present study. A matrix indicating the competencies measured by
each exercise can be found in Appendix B.
The final step in the development process was the development of rating scales to
measure the competencies within each exercise. A behavioral checklist was developed
from the behaviors generated for each competency to aid raters in making accurate
ratings. The checklist was modified to include a way to note the level of performance for
each behavior. Specifically, each behavior listed could be marked as, "Not Observed",
"Partially Observed", "Clearly Observed", or "Done Extensively or Superbly." A 7-point
behaviorally anchored rating scale (BARS) was developed for rating performance. The
BARS had anchors at the one, four, and seven rating points. The anchors included
descriptions of behaviors identified earlier in the development process.
The Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI)
The Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI) is a 360 degree feedback tool used to
measure an individual's leadership practices, areas of strength, and areas for
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improvement (Posner & Kouzes, 1993). The inventory of the original industrial version
of the LPI was created from case studies of over 1,100 managers and their reports of their
"personal best experiences" (Posner & Kouzes, 1993; Zagorsek, Stough, & Jaklic, 2006).
Additionally, in-depth interviews were conducted with 38 middle to senior level
managers to supplement these written cases. Qualitative analyses of these interviews
revealed a pattern of vital leadership behaviors (Posner & Kouzes, 1993; Zagorsek et al.,
2006). These behaviors were categorized into five leadership dimensions (i.e., practices):
Modeling the Way, Inspiring a Shared Vision, Challenging the Process, Enabling Others
to Act, and Encouraging the Heart. Kouzes and Posner (1987) defined these practices in
the following manner. Modeling the Way refers to how leaders set examples for
followers and establish standards concerning the way people are treated and the way
goals are pursued. Modeling the Way also addresses how leaders create standards of
excellence. Inspiring a Shared Vision concentrates on how leaders envision the future
and create an ideal and unique image of what the organization can become to others.
Challenging the Process refers to the way leaders search for opportunities to change the
status quo and look for new and innovative ways to advance their organization. The
dimension known as Enabling Others to Act addresses the way leaders foster
collaboration, build spirited teams, and actively involve others. Finally, Encouraging the
Heart concerns how leaders recognize contributions that individuals make, as the
members need to share in the rewards of their efforts.
The developers of the instrument, Kouzes and Posner (1987), reasoned that an
instrument based upon studies and models that were developed in the business world
would not be appropriate for the college student population (Posner, 2004). As a result,
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the student version of the LPI, the SLPI, was created. The SLPI was developed using a
similar method as that used to develop the industrial version. Case studies of students in
personal best situations served as the basis for the identification of specific leader
behaviors and actions (Posner, 2004). These behaviors were categorized into the same
five dimensions (practices) as found for the industrial version of the test.
In developing the survey instrument for the SLPI, each statement on the original
industrial version was assessed in order to determine which items accurately reflected
student leadership rather than business leadership (Posner, 2004). Additionally, Posner
noted this process aided in identifying terminology that would be appropriate for a
college student population. The SLPI was piloted and was eventually completed with
minor adjustments. The final instrument included 30 items, 6 statements for each of the 5
practices, all measured with a 5-point Likert-scale (1= "Rarely" to 5= "Very
Frequently"). The SLPI has two forms, a self version and an observer version. The items
remain the same in both forms. The self form is completed by the student leader and the
observer form is completed by an individual who has directly observed the leader
behavior of the student.
Previous research on the industrial version of the LPI has revealed high estimates
of reliability (Posner & Kouzes, 1993). Internal consistency reliability estimates of all
five leadership practices are generally between .70 and .85 with test-retest reliability
estimates consistently above .90 (Posner, 2004). It was also noted by Posner and Kouzes
that there were no significant differences in self and observer scores or between genders.
Demographic factors such as year in college, GPA, gender, major, and ethnicity have not
been shown to play a significant role in explaining leader behaviors. The SLPI has also
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been shown to be robust across a wide range of student populations, including fraternity
and sorority presidents, resident advisors, and orientation leaders (Posner, 2004).
Based on the psychometric properties of the SLPI and its tailoring to the college
student population, the SLPI appeared to be a suitable alternate measure of leader
behavior for the current study. Because the practices measured by the SLPI differ, at least
in their title, from the competencies measured in the assessment center, a modified
scoring solution for the SLPI was developed to equate the SLPI's dimensions with the
assessment center's dimensions. This rescoring constituted the first part of this study and
was completed by reassigning each of the items of the SLPI to one of the competencies
evaluated in the leadership assessment center. Participants' scores from the assessment
center were then compared to their ratings on the SLPI using the modified scoring key to
compute convergent and discriminant validity coefficients. Given that the assessment
center was developed by subject matter experts following many of the suggestions made
by Lievens (1998), it was hypothesized that construct validity will be demonstrated.
Hi: Dimensions of the same name measured by both the assessment center and
the SLPI will converge.
H2: Dimensions of different names measured by both the assessment center and
the SLPI will diverge.

Method
SLPI Ratings and Assessment Center Performance
Participants
The participants in the study were undergraduate students from a Southeastern
university. Thirty-two undergraduate students were enrolled in a leadership class, and, as
part of a course requirement, participated in the leadership assessment center and
completed the SLPI.
Procedure
During their leadership classes, students were given six SLPI surveys (one self
survey and five observer surveys) and six envelopes. The six envelopes included were
used to maintain confidentiality of the observers. The students were instructed to
complete the survey labeled "Self' as honestly as possible and to return the survey in a
sealed envelope to their instructor within two weeks. Additionally, the students were
asked to distribute the surveys labeled "Observer" to five individuals that have
knowledge of their leadership behaviors. The observer surveys were in an envelope that
contained information regarding the purpose of the survey, instructions for completion of
the survey, and instructions for returning the survey. Instructions for both the " S e l f ' and
"Observer" surveys can be found in Appendix C. The observers were asked to complete
the survey and return them to the target individual or to the leadership studies program.
Additionally, those students completing the "Self' survey also participated in the
leadership assessment center. The performance of those students was evaluated in four
exercises, including an oral presentation, a leaderless group discussion, and two problem
solving activities (named "Puzzle" and "Blind Puzzle").
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SLPI Rescoring
In order to reassign items properly from the LPI to the competencies measured in
the leadership assessment center, a panel of 14 graduate students was utilized. There were
seven female and seven male students on the panel, and 13 of the 14 students were
between the ages of 23 and 27. When reassigning items, the students received three
pieces of paper (See Appendix D). The first sheet contained the 30 items from the SLPI
listed in random order. Each of the 30 items had a different a number beside it that was
used for the reassignment. The second sheet had the six competencies measured by the
assessment center in separate columns at the top of the page. A seventh column was
labeled "Other" and was used to reallocate the SLPI items that did not fall under any of
the competencies evaluated in the assessment center. Included on the third sheet were the
names of each competency and their definitions consistent with the assessment center
definitions. The subject matter experts worked independently and were asked to assign
each item from the SLPI to one of the six competencies or to the "Other" condition using
the numbers that corresponded to each of the items. For example, if a SME believed that
the first item was representative of the competency named "Team Skills", the individual
would then write the number of the item in the "Team Skills" column.
As recommended by Guion (1998), a 70% agreement standard used to determine
which SLPI items belonged to which leadership assessment center competency for
retranslations. Those items that did not meet the 70% criterion were discarded from the
study.
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Analyses
A multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) matrix was used in order to assess the
convergent and discriminant validities (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). Although confirmatory
factor analysis is preferable to MTMM matrices for the assessment of construct validity,
the samples sizes in this study precluded such an analysis. The six assessment center
competencies were each measured by multiple assessment exercises. Assessment center
competency composite scores were calculated by taking the average rating of the
competency on the assessment center exercises. SLPI competency scores were calculated
by averaging the scores of the items that were retranslated to each of the six dimensions
of the leadership assessment center. Correlations between assessment center competency
composite scores and both the self and observer competency composite scores on the
retranslated SLPI were calculated to determine the convergent and discriminant validity
coefficients. Evidence of validity existed if correlations among measures of the same
competency across methods were higher than correlations among different competencies
within common methods (Campbell & Fiske, 1959).

Results
SLPI Item Reassignment
Appendix E shows the frequencies for each SLPI item in the reassignment
process. The retranslation of SLPI items resulted in four of the six assessment center
competencies being measured by 10 of the 30 items SLPI items. Those competencies
included Team Skills, Problem Solving and Innovation, Visioning and Planning, and
Results Orientation. Thus, four assessment center competencies were measured by one or
more of the 10 SLPI items. Upon further analysis of the item reassignment frequencies, it
was noted that many of the graduate students were assigning some items to either the
Team Skills or Influencing Others competencies. Because of this, it was thought the two
competencies may have similar definitions, which would cause these items from the SLPI
to be split in their reassignment to assessment center competencies. Team Skills, defined
as "The extent to which the participant engages and works in collaboration with other
members of the group so that others are involved in the process and the outcome," and
Influencing Others, defined as "The extent to which the participant effectively persuades
others to do something or adopt a point of view in order to produce desired results
without creating hostility," have similar definitions. Composite assessment center scores
for these two competencies were computed. The correlation between the two
competencies was strong, r -- .89,/? < .01, approaching the upper limits of reliability
coefficients. Based on the similar definitions and high correlation between assessment
center ratings, it was decided to collapse the two competencies into one in order to
increase both the clarity of the competency definitions and the number of items retained
from the SLPI. Five additional items met the 70 % agreement standard after these
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competencies were collapsed into one dimension. Therefore, 15 of the 30 items from the
SLPI were retained and identified as measuring a competency also evaluated in the
assessment center. The number of items per dimension ranged from nine for Team
Skills/Influencing Others to one for Results Orientation.
Construct Validity
Convergent validity coefficients did not indicate that the retained SLPI items
measured their corresponding assessment center competency. As shown in Table 1, there
were no correlations between assessment center competency ratings and SLPI
competency ratings above r = .23. However, three of the four competencies measured did
have significant correlations between SLPI self and SLPI observer competency ratings.
Additionally, discriminant validities of the ratings were not encouraging either, with 11
of the discriminant validities being greater than .48.
Correlations between assessment center competencies were calculated in order to
examine the poor convergent and discriminant validities. Tables 2-6 show the assessment
center competency correlations across exercises. Significant correlations between all
competencies were seen between the two problem solving exercises. However, only two
other significant correlations were seen between the competencies for any other
combination of exercises. As Tables 7-10 show, when correlations were calculated within
exercises across different competencies. All correlations were significant, indicating
strong exercise effects.
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Table 1
Convergent and Discriminant Validity Coefficients for SLPI and Assessment Center
l.PSa 2.TSa 3.VPa 4.ROa 5.PSs 6.TSs 7.VPs 8.ROs 9.PSo lO.TSo l l . V P o 12.ROo
1. 1.0
2. .91* 1.0
3. .13 .11

1.0

4. .89* .93*

-.02

1.0

5. -.12 -.07

-.02

.04

1.0

6. -.15 -.15

-.33

.01

.58*

1.0

7. .18 .20

.23

.20

.39*

.22

1.0

8. .14 .06

.19

.09

.18

.48*

-.04

1.0

9. .10 .11

.40*

.10

.46*

.24

.48*

.02

1.0

10. .09 .12

.25

.13

.32

.27

.38*

.01

.74*

1.0

11.-.03 -.02

.27

-.03

.30

.14

.46*

-.13

.74*

.76*

12. .15 .19

.50*

.10

.16

.12

.14

.36*

.39*

.55*

Note. PSa= Problem Solving and Innovation Assessment Center Rating; TSa= Team
Skills Assessment Center Rating; VPa= Visioning and Planning Assessment Center
Rating; ROa= Results Orientation Assessment Center Rating; PSs= Problem Solving and
Innovation Self Rating; TSs= Team Skills Self Rating; VPs= Visioning and Planning Self
Rating; ROs= Results Orientation Self Rating; PSo= Problem Solving and Innovation
Observer Rating; TSo= Team Skills Observer Rating; VPo= Visioning and Planning
Observer Rating; ROo= Results Orientation Observer Rating. *p < .05. Bold signifies
convergent validity correlations.
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Table 2
Influencing Others (10) Correlations Across Exercises
Competency/Exercise

10 Oral

10 LGD

Presentation

10 Problem

10 Problem

Solving Small Solving Large

10 Oral Presentation

1.0

10 LGD

-.01

1.0

10 Problem Solving Small

.21

.32

10 Problem Solving Large
. 19
.33
Note. LGD = Leaderless Group Discussion. *p < .05.

1.0
.63**

LO

Table 3
Problem Solving and Innovation (PSI) Correlations Across Exercises
Competency/Exercise

PSI Oral

PSI LGD

Presentation

PSI Problem
Solving Small

PSI Oral Presentation

1.0

PSI LGD

.01

1.0

PSI Problem Solving Small

.09

.27

PSI Problem Solving Large -.06
30
Note. LGD = Leaderless Group Discussion. *p < .05.

PSI Problem
Solving Large

1.0
J8!

LO
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Table 4
Results Orientation (RO) Correlations Across Exercises
Competency/Exercise

RO LGD

10 LGD

1.0

10 Problem Solving Small

.22

RO Problem

RO Problem

Solving Small

Solving Large

1.0

10 Problem Solving Large
.20
.55^
Note. LGD = Leaderless Group Discussion. *p < .05.

LO

Table 5
Team Skills (TS) Correlations Across Exercises
Competency/Exercise

TS LGD

TS LGD

1.0

TS Problem Solving Small

.44*

TS Problem
Solving Small

TS Problem
Solving Large

1.0

TS Problem Solving Large . 18
.641
Note. LGD = Leaderless Group Discussion. *p < .05.

LQ

Table 6
Visioning and Planning (VP) Correlations Across Exercises
Competency/Exercise

VP

VP

1.0

VP Oral
Presentation
Note.
*p<.05.

.39*

VP Oral Presentation

1.0
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Table 7
Correlations Across Competencies Within Oral Presentation
Exercise/Competency

VP

VP

1.0

PSI

.85*

1.0

VNC

.64*

.71*

PSI

VNC

IO

1.0

.71*
.79*
IO
.81*
1.0
Note. VP = Visioning and Planning; PSI = Problem Solving and Innovation; VNC =
Verbal/Non-Verbal Communication; 10 = Influencing Others. *p < .05.

Table 8
Correlations Across Competencies Within Leaderless Group Discussion (TGD)
Exercise/Competency

PSI

RO

PSI

1.0

RO

.84*

1.0

TS

.76*

.87*

TS

IO

1.0

IO
M*
Ji8*
.82*
1.0
Note. PSI = Problem Solving and Innovation; RO = Results Orientation; TS = Team
Skills; IO = Influencing Others. *p < .05.
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Table 9
Correlations Across Competencies Within Problem Solving Small
Exercise/Competency

PSI

PSI

1.0

PSI

.86**

1.0

PSI

y j **

y^**

RO

TS

IO

1.0

90**
.88**
.83**
1.0
10
Note. PSI = Problem Solving and Innovation; RO = Results Orientation; TS = Team
Skills; 10 = Influencing Others. *p < .05.

Table 10
Correlations Across Competencies Within Problem Solving Large
RO

Exercise/Competency

PSI

PSI

1.0

RO

.91*

1.0

TS

.85*

.89*

TS

IO

1.0

.91*
.85*
1.0
IO
.90*
Note. PSI = Problem Solving and Innovation; RO = Results Orientation; TS = Team
Skills; 10 = Influencing Others. *p < .05.

Discussion
Correlations Between Assessment Center Ratings and SLPI Responses
The SLPI item reassignment process yielded a modified SLPI scoring key that
measured four of the six assessment center competencies. These competencies included
Team Skills, Problem Solving and Innovation, Visioning and Planning, and Results
Orientation. As mentioned earlier, Influencing Others and Team Skills were combined
into one competency, leaving Verbal/Non-Verbal Communication as the only assessment
center construct not measured in some way by the reassigned SLPI items.
Based upon the original retranslation results of the SLPI items, it appeared that
although both assessment instruments may measure leadership, the constructs they assess
are different in part. This was evidenced by only 10 SLPI items originally being
reassigned to competencies of the assessment center. Once the Team Skills and
Influencing Others competencies were collapsed, 15 items were retranslated and used in
the participants' ratings. Within exercise correlations indicated that the assessment center
competencies were not dearly distinct in the eyes of raters. Additionally, it is possible
that the SLPI items are not clear and distinct given the troubles that the SMEs had in
retranslating the SLPI items to the assessment center dimensions. As a result, many of the
SLPI items were divided in their reassignment between two competencies (e.g., Team
Skills versus Influencing Others, and Problem Solving and Innovation versus Results
Orientation). The behaviors that define a given competency could overlap with behaviors
of another competency. For example, the behavior of proposing a new idea to help solve
a problem in an exercise exemplifies both problem solving and innovation and results
orientation.
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The four competencies measured by the assessment center and the SLPI were
predicted to have high convergent validities as they should all measure the same
constructs. Results, however, did not support this idea, as no significant convergent
validity coefficients were found between assessment center ratings and either of the two
SLPI measures. To illustrate the scope of the problem, only one correlation, r = .23, was
greater than .20. Thus, the SLPI and the assessment center may appear similar on paper,
but the two appear to be operationally distinct in regards to the behaviors they evaluate.
Assuming the self and observer instruments were completed correctly and independently
and that there were no method effects, the convergent validity coefficients between the
two versions of the SLPI were more promising, as three of the four competency rating
correlations were significant in their retranslated form (Table 1). Self and observer
correlations of both the Problem Solving and Innovation, Results Orientation, and
Visioning and Planning competencies were significant and greater than .35.
Discriminant validity coefficients were also poor in terms of the predicted
relationships, as 11 of the correlations had correlations of .48 or higher and 16 of the
correlations were significant. However, all but two of the sixteen significant discriminant
validity coefficients were significant within methods. This suggests that competency
ratings were contingent upon the method of assessment, rather than the actual standing on
a competency. This finding has been observed in previous assessment center research but
provides interesting implications in the use of 360 degree feedback instruments. Within
the design of 360 degree feedback instruments, competencies are not necessarily known
by the raters. In the case of the SLPI, the raters are simply asked to rate the frequency that
an individual performs a given behavioral item. A likely explanation for these high
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discriminant validity coefficients is that the truncated retranslated version of the 360
degree feedback instrument itself does not distinguish between competencies. Although
the items may be intended to measure performance in different dimensions, the items
may simply measure the same aspect of performance. This dimension could be leadership
performance, as in the present case, or general job performance in a more applied setting.
Regardless of the explanation, these results indicate that rater training for 360 degree
feedback instruments could facilitate obtaining more accurate ratings. The rater training
could include rater error training where common rater errors, such as halo, could be
defined and discussed or training to aid raters in distinguishing between different levels
of performance.
Correlations Within and Among Assessment Center Exercises
The correlations within competencies across different assessment center exercises
(i.e., convergent validity coefficients) displayed mixed results. As seen in Tables 2-6,
every competency had a significant correlation across the two problem solving exercises
(i.e., Blind Puzzle and Puzzle). Team Skills was the only competency measured that had
significant correlations across more than one set of assessment center exercises in which
it was evaluated (r = .44 for group discussion and blind puzzle, r = .64 for blind puzzle
and puzzle).
Correlations of assessment center competencies within exercises (i.e.,
discriminant validity coefficients) were also calculated and produced results observed in
previous assessment center research. As seen in Tables 7-10, within exercise correlations
of different competencies yielded significant correlations in each exercise across every
competency. More specifically, in each exercise, all competency ratings correlated
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significantly with one another. These results are consistent with Sackett and Dreher's
(1982), which indicated assessment centers measure performance on exercises rather than
an individual's standing on a construct. As stated above, these results may be explained,
at least in part, by the nature of the exercises and the definitions of the competencies.
Based on the definitions of the competencies, some behaviors can be interpreted
as demonstrating more than one competency. In the example described earlier, during an
exercise an individual may propose a new idea in a well-spoken manner. Furthermore,
the group may decide to utilize the idea to solve the problem at hand. This one behavior
would result in the participant receiving high scores in Results Orientation, as it showed
the individual was focused on completing the task; Problem Solving and Innovation, as
the idea was new and effective; Influencing Others, because the group endorsed the idea;
Team Skills, because the idea could be endorsed by all group members; and Verbal/NonVerbal Communication, because the idea was proposed eloquently. As a result, the
individual would receive similar ratings for each competency within that exercise, which
would lead to high discriminant validity coefficients within the exercise and potentially
low convergent validity across different exercises. This problem is exacerbated when that
one act is the sole basis for the ratings given, and performance for the remainder of the
exercise is not taken into consideration, which occurs with a first impression rating error.
Therefore, it is suggested this point be emphasized during rater training to obtain a rating
that is more representative of the individual's entire exercise performance.
As mentioned earlier, the controversy over the use of assessment centers is that
ratings reflect performance in a given exercise rather than an individual's standing on a
construct. This result was first reported by Sackett and Dreher (1982). Other research

revealed that this finding is not an isolated occurrence. Bycio, Alvares, and Hahn (1987)
tested three different models using confirmatory factor analysis. Results showed that the
presence of exercise variance consistently dominated the ratings in all of the models
tested.
Silverman, Dalessio, Woods, and Johnson (1986) looked for convergent validity
in an assessment center using three exercises, all measuring the same six dimensions. The
researchers used both a within-exercise and within-dimension method of rating. Results
showed dimension factors did not support the validity of construct inferences from
dimensional ratings. Schneider and Schmidt (1992) used a confirmatory factor analysis
procedure applied to multitrait-multimethod ratings of 89 high school students. Results
revealed that most of the variance in the ratings was explained by exercises and not
dimensions. Fleenor (1996) assessed the construct validity of an assessment center using
public sector managers. Results again showed that ratings reflected assessment center
exercises rather than the managerial competencies.
More recently, Sackett and Tuzinski (2001) found correlations between different
competencies within exercises exceeded those correlations of the same competency
across exercises. Lance et al. (2004) found exercise effects to be four times as large as
dimension effects in their study. Furthermore, Bowler and Woebr (2006) found exercise
effects to be stronger than dimension effects, although to a lesser degree than Lance et al.
(2004).
Additionally, Lance, Newbolt, Gatewood, Foster, French, & Smith (2000) noted
that exercise effects may be a result of situational specificity rather than poor construct
validity. This means that different exercises may elicit different behavioral responses
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depending upon the situation. As a result, correlations between different competencies
within exercises would be higher than the correlation of the same competencies across
different exercises. Some assessment centers are designed to measure performance in
different situations in order to determine variations based upon the situation. In these
cases, exercise effects may not only be present, but expected. Thus, it may be practical to
discontinue the use of competencies from the assessment process, as there is no theory in
the literature that addresses the need to include them.
Conclusions
Based upon these results, it is concluded that the evidence does not support the
construct validity of the leadership assessment center. The troubling convergent validity
coefficients and discriminant validity coefficients (both between the SLPI and assessment
center and within the assessment center exercises) indicate a serious problem in the
assessment center ratings. Additionally, given that some of the rescored SLPI dimensions
were composed of very few items (e.g., Results Orientation dimension was only
measured by one SLPI item, magnifying the impact of random errors) the SLPI is not an
optimal comparison instrument for the assessment center.
Limitations and Future Research
One major limitation in this study is a lack of diversity in the sample collected.
All participants were college students enrolled in a lower level leadership course. As
such, experiences and opportunities were somewhat restricted. Additionally, this sample
was also small (n = 32) which made the use of more advanced statistical computations
(i.e., confirmatory factor analysis) impossible to utilize and increased the chance of a
Type II error, potentially affecting the convergent validity coefficients. Regardless of the
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small sample size, the troubling significant discriminant validity coefficients had only a
5% chance of a Type II error.
The fact that the two assessment instruments were not originally designed to
measure the same constructs was also a drawback. Had the 360 degree feedback and the
assessment center measured the same constructs to begin and if all 30 items from the
SLPI were used, a more reliable and accurate assessment of the construct validity could
have been obtained.
Future research should continue to assess the construct validity of assessment
centers with more than the assessment center exercises. The large discriminant validity
coefficients of the 360 degree feedback instrument should also be further investigated.
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Assessment Center Competency Definitions
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Assessment Center Competencies
Listed below are the competencies with their definitions evaluated in the Leadership
Assessment Center. Please use the definitions to guide you in re-assigning the SLPI items
to the competencies measured in the Leadership Assessment Center.

Team skills - The extent to which the participant engages and works in collaboration
with other members of the group so that others are involved in the process
and the outcome.
Problem Solving and Innovation - The extent to which the participant gathers data,
effectively analyzes and uses information, and selects supportable courses
of action. The extent to which the participant generates new or creative
ideas and solutions and uses available resources in new and more effective
ways.
Visioning and Planning - The extent to which the participant effectively creates an
image of the future for the organization and develops the necessary means
to achieve that image.
Influencing Others - The extent to which the participant effectively persuades others to
do something or adopt a point of view in order to produce desired results
without creating hostility.
Verbal and Nonverbal Communication - The extent to which the participant
effectively communicates both verbally and non-verbally. The extent to
which the participant effectively responds to questions and challenges.
Results Orientation - The extent to which the participant establishes clear direction,
pushes self and others for high quality and results, monitors progress and
results, and demonstrates a bias for action.

Appendix B
Matrix of Assessment Center Exercises and Competencies
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Self and Observer Instructions
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SELF INSTRUCTIONS:
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE LEADERSHIP PRACTICES
INVENTORY (LPI)
It is of the utmost importance that you follow these steps in completing your survey in
order to obtain accurate results. Included in this packet are 6 surveys. One is to be
completed by you and is labeled "Self Survey". The other five, labeled "Observer
Survey", should be completed by individuals that have a good knowledge of your leader
characteristics. The "Self' survey contains 30 items about your behavior you should
answer as honestly as possible. After completing the instrument, place it in one of the
envelopes included, seal it and return it to your instructor or to the Center for Leadership
Excellence. For the "Observer" surveys, you should ask 5 individuals that have sufficient
knowledge of your characteristics to complete the survey about you. Ask them to be
completely honest in order to obtain accurate results. Also inform them the results will
not be used for a grade and are strictly for developmental purposes. After they have
completed the survey they should return the survey it in a sealed envelope to either you or
the Center for Leadership Excellence. If you have any questions at any time about the
survey instrument you may contact John Baker at 745-5149.

OBSERVER INSTRUCTIONS:
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE LEADERSHIP PRACTICES
INVENTORY (LPI)
Thank you for completing the "Observer" portion of the LPI. Please read the instructions
on the first page completely before answering the thirty items. Please remember this is
not for a grade and your responses will remain anonymous. The survey contains thirty
items that should be answered as honestly as possible about the target of this survey.
Once you have completed the survey you should place it in the envelope enclosed, seal it,
write the target's name on the envelope and return it to the target of the survey or to the
Center for Leadership Excellence, located on the ground floor of the Cravens University
Library. If you have any questions you may contact John Baker at 745-5149.

Appendix D
SLPI Retranslation Materials
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SLPI Items to be Re-translated
Listed below in random order are the thirty items from Kouzes and Posner's SLPI
(Copyright © 2006 by James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner. All rights reserved). Please
decide which competency/dimension is being described by each item by placing the item
number in the corresponding competency/dimension column.

-SLPI Items Listed Here-

Assessment Center Competencies
Listed below are the competencies with their definitions evaluated in the Leadership
Assessment Center. Please use the definitions to guide you in re-assigning the SLPI items
to the competencies measured in the Leadership Assessment Center.

Team skills - The extent to which the participant engages and works in collaboration
with other members of the group so that others are involved in the process
and the outcome.
Problem Solving and Innovation - The extent to which the participant gathers data,
effectively analyzes and uses information, and selects supportable courses
oi action. The extent to which the participant generates new or creative
ideas and solutions and uses available resources in new and more effective
ways.
Visioning and Planning-- The extent to which the participant effectively creates an
image of the future for the organization and develops the necessary means
to achieve that image.
Influencing Others - The extent to which the participant effectively persuades others to
do something or adopt a point of view in order to produce desired results
without creating hostility.
Verbal and Nonverbal Communication - The extent to which the participant
effectively communicates both verbally and non-verbally. The extent to
which the participant effectively responds to questions and challenges.
Results Orientation - The extent to which the participant establishes clear direction,
pushes self and others for high quality and results, monitors progress and
results, and demonstrates a bias for action.
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Assessment Center Competencies/Dimensions

Team
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Innovation

Visioning
and
Planning
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Verbal/
Nonverbal
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cation

Results
Orientation

Other
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SLPI Item Retranslation Frequencies
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SLPI Item Reassignment Frequencies

Item #
1

Team
Skills
1

Influencing
Others
9

Visioning &
Planning
2

Problem
Solving
and
Innovation
0

2

4

2

0

3

2

j

3

0

0

14

0

0

0

4

14

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

13

0

1

6

0

0

4

8

0

1

7

8

2

0

0

0

2

8

0

0

12

0

2

0

9

7

J>

0

1

0

2

10

i

0

11

7

11

C

0

0

2

I

2

12

0

0

1

1

2

10

13

6

2

0

0

4

2

14

J

3

11

3

0

2

15

6

4

1

0

0

3

16

2

4

1

1i

0

6

17

10

0

0

0

0

18

0

0

6

0

0

8

19

5

4

i

0

J"1

1

Verbal/ Nonverbal
Communication
l

Results
Orientation
1

2
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20

0

2

5

0

4

0

21

11

1

1

0

1

0

22

0

1

5

0

8

0

23

4

6

1

2

0

1

24

6

2

4

0

0

1

25

0

0

0

10

0

2

26

0

1

5

0

5

3

27

11

2

0

1

0

0

28

2

0

1

11

0

0

29

3

1

0

2

8

0

30

0

5

3

1

5

0

Note. Shows the frequency with which a SLPI item was reassigned to each assessment
center competency. SLPI items are in the random order given to SMEs for reassignment.

